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Chapter 1991 The Snake Empress Arrives! 

The blood mist dissipated. The soul Devourer's huge body was completely shattered by ye Chen's sword 

and scattered on the ground. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

At this moment, all of a sudden, the scattered pieces of flesh and blood began to gather together and 

rush in one direction. 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's eyes were slightly cold. He waved his sword fingers and was supported by the true Samadhi 

fire. It was the fire of purification. 

"Ah!" 

A painful roar sounded again. It turned out that the soul-devouring beast wanted to rely on its own 

secret technique to resurrect itself. 

Just as the combination of sword Qi and true Samadhi fire was about to burn the last hope of devouring 

the soul, the wind and clouds suddenly surged in the sky and a giant python appeared. 

"Phew ..." 

The giant python revealed itself and suddenly shot a storm at ye chen. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

As lightning flickered and Thunder rumbled, the giant python swallowed the entire land and 

disappeared without a trace. 

Sensing the Emperor of the dead's energy on the giant python, ye chen was certain that it was one of 

the eighteen emperors. 

"Eighteen emperors of the underworld, come out and see me immediately. Otherwise, I'll destroy the 

entire underworld!" 

Ye Chen's voice shook the world and reached the Hall of the Dead. 

"Hateful!" 

In the Hall of the Dead, the arch-Emperor bellowed. In his eyes, ye chen was too arrogant. If this 

happened, where would the face of the netherworld be? 

At this moment, the giant python returned and spat out a mouthful of flesh and blood. Within it was the 

soul-devouring primordial spirit. 

"Soul-devouring, I didn't expect you to end up in a coffin the moment you came out of seclusion. You've 

really disappointed me." 

The Snake Queen looked at the flesh and blood in front of her and said coldly. 
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Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The pile of flesh began to transform, growing and expanding, and green poisonous blood seeped out 

from it. 

Finally, he transformed into a strange man with an octopus head. 

"Snake Empress, please calm your anger!" 

After he became an adult, he bowed to the Snake Queen. 

"Hmph, I asked the bone Emperor and the corpse Emperor to awaken the nine emperors so that you 

could make a contribution. Now, you've been reduced to mincemeat by ye chen. What a joke!" 

"Snake Queen, this person is unfathomable. I was too careless." 

"I didn't save you to listen to you talk about this. You need to recover immediately. The mission is still 

waiting for you!" 

"Yes!" 

Soul Devourer left the hall in fear and returned to his own territory to recuperate. 

The snake Empress and the arch-Emperor were left behind in the main hall. 

"What do you think?" The Snake Queen asked. 

"Ye Chen's power is unstoppable now. He's also trying to find the nether Lord. Why don't we go with the 

flow and help him find the nether Lord? when the nether Lord comes back, he'll definitely kill ye chen. 

That's the best result." 

The arch-Emperor said. 

"Haha, that's a good idea. But su Yuhan is missing. It won't be easy to get the nether Lord back." 

"Snake Empress, when I went to the forest of white frost, I saw the power left behind by the Lord of the 

dark turning into a frost lizard to assassinate ye chen. It's clear that the Lord of the dark's consciousness 

has awakened. I don't think su Yuhan can resist the Lord of the dark's consciousness." 

"That's quite reasonable. Go and prepare these things," 

As she spoke, the snake Empress handed the arch-Emperor a black jade slip. 

"Yes!" 

The arch-Emperor immediately began to move. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, you've really surprised me. In such a short time, you've cultivated to the form 

synthesis stage and your strength is far beyond the average form synthesis stage cultivator. How many 

more surprises can you bring me?" 

As she spoke, the Snake Queen stretched out her arm and looked. Several green snakes crawled out of 

her sleeve and then disappeared into the darkness. 



Outside the Hall of the Dead, ye chen and the other two were still waiting. 

Fellow Daoist ye, I think the eighteen emperors of the netherworld won't dare to come out and fight 

you!" 

"That's true. I think what they said earlier about the Emperor of the dead wanting the nether Lord to 

return should be true." 

Ye chen said. 

"If even the emperors of the dead don't know where the nether Lord is, where are we supposed to go to 

find him?" the patriarch nodded and continued. 

"I can only rely on the nether energy crystal. Even if I have to search every inch of the netherworld, I will 

find Yuhan." 

"Hahaha, then we can only play along." 

The old ancestor said with a smile. 

"Thank you, ancestor!" 

Ye chen smiled but immediately became serious. With every passing second, the danger of su Yuhan's 

complete transformation increased by one point. This was the most dangerous part. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Suddenly, the giant python appeared again above the clouds. 

This time, there was a person standing on the head of the giant python. She was charming, graceful, and 

charming. It was the Snake Queen. 

"Ye chen!" 

She called out to ye chen. 

"Who are you? do you want to tell me where the nether Lord is?" Ye chen asked. 

"It's true that we don't know where the nether Lord is, but we have the same goal, so why can't we 

cooperate?" 

"Cooperation?" 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold. 

"Don't be so hostile. We also want to find the nether Lord, and you want to find your wife, don't you?" 

"So what if I am?" 

"Maybe the nether Lord can be separated from su Yuhan?" 

Ye chen was shocked when he heard this. 

"Is this true?" 



If the Lord of The Dark World could really be separated from su Yuhan, that would be the best result. 

"Of course, this is a method I read in the ancient books of the underworld. The underworld Lord 

reincarnates from his primordial spirit. As long as he has a perfect body, the underworld Lord's 

primordial spirit will return to it, and su Yuhan will be able to return to her original form." 

"Mm ..." 

After listening to the snake Queen's words, ye chen thought that it was possible. Of course, he would 

not believe it so easily. After all, this person's eyes were like silk and her figure was so enchanting. It 

gave people a feeling of disbelief. 

"Then you have this body?" 

"Hahaha, that's why I'm looking for you this time." 

"Oh?" 

"I still need your help in forging the body of the nether Lord." 

"How can I help you?" 

"You possess the power of an immortal and a devil!" 

Hearing the Snake Queen's words, ye Chen's eyes turned cold. She seemed to know many secrets. 

"Since you already know, I won't hide it from you!" 

With that, ye chen released his celestial demon power. Two streams of energy, black and white, soared 

into the sky. 

Since the other party had revealed this secret, forging the body of the Lord of the Underworld would 

require this power. Ye chen might as well release it directly and let the other party believe him even 

more. This way, ye Chen's value to them would be extraordinary, and many things would be easier to do 

in the future. 

"Very good, this is the power. The Lord of the Underworld has returned and wants to forge a body fused 

with immortal and demon. Ye chen, our cooperation is the best outcome. This way, you can move freely 

in the underworld and even receive my help. " 

"Oh? It's that simple?" 

"The netherworld will definitely carry out my, the snake Empress ', golden words." 

"Alright, I'll believe you. But if you dare to lie to me, don't blame me for peeling off all your snake 

scales!" 

"Hahaha, this Queen really wishes for such a day to come. I can lie in your arms and let you peel me!" 

"Let's go!" 

Upon hearing the Snake Queen's tempting words, ye chen turned around coldly and the three of them 

left. 



"Hahaha, what an interesting man. He really suits my taste." 

The Snake Queen watched ye Chen's departing figure with a greedy look on her face. Her tongue kept 

licking her lips, and her eyes shone with the desire of a Naga. 

Chapter 1992 War Of The Three Realms! 

With ye Chen's departure, the Snake Queen finally settled the matter smoothly. 

"Congratulations, Snake Queen, for suppressing ye Chen's rebellion!" 

Many netherworld elites came out and bowed. 

"There are many things that don't have to be solved by force. Cooperate with ye chen to find su Yuhan 

immediately. Inform me immediately if there's any news!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone started to move. 

After leaving the Hall of the Dead, ye chen, the great ancestor, and the other two continued to look for 

su Yuhan. 

Relying on the effect of the nether energy crystal, ye chen had only found a general direction. If he 

wanted to really find su Yuhan, he still needed a long process. 

After all, the nether Lord's aura was erratic and hard to grasp. 

At the same time, at the entrance of the netherworld, three thousand Zhang *(3.33m per Zhang) away 

from the yellow spring ... 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The earth trembled as the true spirit Hall descended once more. 

This time, the true spirit Hall had sent out almost all of their elites, including countless ordinary experts. 

The true spirit Lord had gone all out this time because he wanted to show off his ability in front of the 

Thunder cloud spiritual master and get the attention of the Thunder cloud spiritual master. 

"Who are you?" 

At this moment, the netherworld Army that was standing guard three thousand feet away stepped 

forward and asked. 

"Hahaha!" 

The true spirit Lord laughed wildly and struck out a palm. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The huge palm print was like a mountain opening a path. As it descended, the entire Army was instantly 

reduced to flesh and blood, and bones! 

"Spirit Lord, mighty!" 
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Many spiritual realm experts praised. 

This time, not only did the true spirit Lord mobilize all the experts in the true spirit Hall, but he also 

mobilized many people from other forces in the spiritual realm. They had to conquer the netherworld 

this time. 

"Let's go!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone boarded the sword boat one after another, and advanced toward the Army of the 

netherworld. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Under the powerful attack of the true spirit Lord, the gate of the underworld could no longer resist and 

shattered on the spot. 

The Grand sword boat passed through the gate of the underworld and entered the underworld. 

…… 

The demonic Palace. 

"Reporting to the ruler of the demonic realm. The great army of the true spirit Hall has arrived at the 

netherworld and the balance of the Three Realms has been broken." 

An expert from the devil realm stepped forward and said. 

"Hahaha, the true spirit Lord's ambition has finally been revealed. You want to take the core of the 

Three Realms by yourself? Hmph, that's impossible!" 

The devil World Dominator suddenly stood up, his eyes full of excitement. The war of the Three Realms 

was the time for the rise of the devil World, and he had long wanted this effect. 

"Immediately gather all the demonic elites and prepare for battle!" 

"Yes!" 

The devil expert left, and the devil ruler walked to a secret place. 

There, an incomparably tall altar appeared. At the same time, it was surrounded by majestic demonic 

god statues. 

"Swish!" 

He cut his finger and released his blood onto the altar. 

As the blood flowed onto the altar, it instantly turned into streaks of blood with the help of the seal. The 

streaks of blood began to spread along specific patterns, which was very strange. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

As the blood spread and extended, a huge demonic seal was drawn. 



"Boom boom boom!" 

Then, the devil statue on the altar started to make a rumbling sound. Then, a huge demonic will 

descended on the devil statue. 

"Mo Wu Jiang, what's the matter?" 

The heavy sound and the vigorous power instantly caused the entire world to shake. The surrounding 

environment was even more strange. 

"Demon Lord!" 

The devil world's ruler actually knelt on the ground and reverently saluted. 

It turned out that the devil realm was just a small world of the devil race. The real devil race from the 

upper realm conveyed their intentions through this Devil God statue. 

"This time, your subordinate wishes to return the favor to the core of the Three Realms!" 

"Oh?" 

"The core of the Three Realms has already become the target of the devil realm, the spirit realm, and 

the netherworld. This time, the true spirit Lord has gathered all the elites of the spirit realm to attack 

the netherworld. It must be an order from the immortal spirit realm!" 

"Did the immortal spirit world really make a move?" 

"I think we'll get the exact news soon." 

"The core of the Three Realms is related to the convergence of the three great powers, the demonic 

realm, the spirit realm, and the netherworld. I order you to act immediately!" 

"Thank you for your trust, devil Lord!" 

Mo Wu Jiang saluted again. The demonic God's will was gradually extinguished, and the demonic energy 

dissipated. 

"Hahaha, let the great battle begin!" 

Previously, in the six arts of immortal and demon, the demon world did not gain any advantage. In this 

war of the Three Realms, mo Wu Jiang must avenge this humiliation! 

After leaving the altar, mo Wu Jiang flew up to the sky and arrived at the square. 

"All elites of the demon Realm, now is the time for you to achieve your goals. The demon Lord of the 

upper realm has instructed us to attack the netherworld with all our might and carry out the plan of the 

Great War of the Three Realms!" 

"Roar, roar, roar!" 

Upon hearing this, countless demon soldiers roared in anger. They were all warlike people, so they 

would definitely be excited after receiving such an order. 

"All experts, follow me to invade the netherworld and fight for the core of the Three Realms!" 



"Yes!" 

The sky and the land were filled with the elites of the demon race. The advantage of the demon race 

was their numbers. This time, they were going to use their iron hooves to trample on all their enemies. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

A huge sword boat appeared in front of everyone, and countless demons boarded it. 

Three thousand feet from the yellow spring. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

A huge sword boat of the demon race appeared in the void, and Mo Wujiang was holding the line. 

"Not good, quickly hide!" 

Upon seeing such a shocking scene, the people of yellow spring sect, the ruler of the 30000-meter 

yellow spring sect, hurriedly ordered them to Dodge, but they were already one step too slow. 

"Hahaha, human trash, die!" 

Mo Wu Jiang struck out his palm, aiming at the group of yellow spring sect. 

"Dodge!" 

The netherworld Daoist stepped forward to fight, but how could he be mo Wujiang's match? unable to 

withstand the power of the netherworld, he exploded and died. 

"Ah!" 

With a scream, the netherworld priest's body turned into countless pieces of blood and separated. 

"Ah?" 

Seeing this scene, everyone was stunned. They didn't think that the devil race would be so brutal, not 

giving the human race any chance of survival. 

"Everyone, let's go!" 

There was no other way. At this moment, only as many people as possible could escape. No one cared 

about the 30000-foot yellow spring. This place had become the battlefield of the spirit world, Devil 

World, and underworld. No one could survive here. 

"Hahaha, destroy them all!" 

In order to take revenge on ye chen, the spirit Emperor, mo Wu Jiang, flew to the ninth heaven and 

launched the great divine power of massacre. 

"Devouring demonic Dragon!" 

"Roar!" 

The two horns on mo Wujiang's head shone with a strange light. Instantly, the two beams of light turned 

into two demonic Dragons and started to devour everyone. 



"No!" 

"Pain!" 

Countless powerhouses were killed by the demonic Dragon. 

The yellow spring was 30000 feet tall, with rivers of blood and mountains of corpses. It had really 

become the gate of the yellow spring, the entrance to hell. 

"Hahaha, let's go!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

After the slaughter, the huge demonic boat rushed down 30000 feet below the yellow spring. It was the 

gate of the underworld. 

With such a powerful vibration, the spirit ship and the devil Ship landed in the netherworld at the same 

time, instantly causing the netherworld to shake. 

The Hall of the Dead. 

"Snake Queen! Lady Snake Queen!" 

A netherworld elite flew into the main hall. 

"What's the panic?" The arch-Emperor asked angrily. 

"Not good, not good, the spiritual realm and the demonic realm are invading at the same time!" 

"What?" 

The arch-Emperor was shocked! 

Chapter 1993 1998-Competition Of The Four Sides! 

"There's actually such a thing?" 

The Snake Queen was also shocked. 

"It must be the true spirit Lord who attracted the devil world's ruler here. We should have killed him 

back then." The arch-Emperor said. 

"It's useless to talk about this now. Send an order to the corpse Emperor and the bone Emperor to wake 

up all the lower nine sovereigns. Anyone who disobeys will be killed without mercy!" 

"Yes!" 

The netherworld elites quickly executed their orders. 

The snake Empress and the arch-Emperor were the only ones left in the hall. 

"Snake Empress, it seems like the Great War of the Three Realms is unavoidable. However, it will take 

place in the netherworld, which is extremely disadvantageous to us." 
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"That's right. The true spirit Lord and the ruler of the devil World want to make a name for themselves 

and leave a good impression on their upper realm. If they want to ascend, the core of the Three Realms 

is the best way for them. There's no other way. This time, all eighteen emperors have to go to war!" 

"I wonder if ye chen will be on our side." 

"This ..." 

Ye Chen's image appeared in the Snake Queen's mind. 

"I think he will!" 

Then, a strange smile appeared at the corner of her mouth. 

In the demonic abyss, the corpse Emperor and the bone Emperor were still thinking about how to wake 

up more people. At this moment, the order came. 

"Bone Emperor, corpse Emperor, and snake Empress have ordered us to wake up all the lower nine 

sovereigns!" 

"What?" 

They would have lost their lives just by awakening the soul Reaper. Now, they had to awaken all the 

lower nine emperors? 

"This is an order. Those who disobey will be killed without mercy!" 

"Hateful!" 

The zombie Emperor and the bone Emperor were both furious, but they had to follow the order. 

"We understand, go!" 

"Yes!" 

After the messenger left, corpse Emperor and bone Emperor went into the depths of the demonic abyss. 

The two of them stopped at a Lake in the demonic abyss. 

"You should have sensed it, right?" The zombie Emperor asked. 

"Of course!" 

"This order is not a coincidence. The forces of the spiritual realm and the demon Realm have descended 

upon the netherworld at the same time. This is a war between the Three Realms!" 

"The core of the Three Realms is a scourge. If not for it, how could the netherworld become the target 

of public criticism?" 

"There's no other way. Execute the order!" 

"AI!" 

The two of them had no choice but to release their divine abilities and secret Arts. 



At this moment, the devil Ship and the spirit ship appeared in the void at the same time. Although they 

were thousands of miles apart, the true spirit Lord and the ruler of the devil World could sense each 

other. 

"I didn't expect the devil world's ruler to come." 

The true spirit Lord's expression turned cold. Although he had thought of this before, he didn't expect 

the devil World ruler to come so quickly. It was possible that the devil World had acted immediately 

after the true spirit Hall had entered. Judging from the speed of their actions, it was very likely that the 

other party knew the location of the target of the spiritual world. 

p "Spirit Lord, has our objective been exposed?" 

"It seems so. The core of the Three Realms has become something on the surface. In that case, let's have 

a great War of the Three Realms and show the true spirit Hall's strength to the perfected beings of the 

upper realm!" 

"Yes, spirit Lord!" 

Many experts cupped their hands in agreement. This was the best opportunity for them to rise up. As 

long as they seized it, they would be able to ascend to the immortal spirit world in just a few days. 

"Immediately send Scouts to find the traces of the devil Ship!" 

"Yes!" 

Soon, the experts from true spirit Hall charged toward the entrance of the underworld. 

On a high peak in the netherworld, ye chen and the other two stood alone. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, you sensed it, right?" 

The old ancestor looked into the distance with a heavy expression. 

"That's right, the demonic realm and the spiritual realm are invading at the same time. I really didn't 

expect this. It seems that the core of the Three Realms that the true spirit Lord told me about is very 

important. I think that the strongest source of power of the three tribulations must be hidden in it!" 

Ye chen had thought about it for a long time. As the Lord of a realm, it was a little unreasonable for the 

true spirit Lord to risk entering the netherworld alone. This time, both major realms had descended, 

which explained the problem. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

He opened his fiery eyes and instantly locked onto the sky. 

At this moment, two huge masses of energy appeared at the same time. They were the true spirit Lord 

and Mo Wu Jiang. 

In this way, together with ye chen, the three huge masses of energy formed a triangular shape and 

confronted each other. 

At the same time, the Snake Queen appeared on the netherworld's Pagoda. 



Ye chen occupied the position of the Azure Dragon of the East, the snake Empress occupied the position 

of the White Tiger of the West, the true spirit Lord occupied the position of the Vermillion Bird of the 

South, and the Lord of the devil World occupied the position of the Black Tortoise of the North. 

The phenomenon of the starry sky, four signs rising at the same time! 

"True spirit Lord, mo Wu Jiang, you dare to invade the netherworld?" 

The Snake Queen was the first to speak. 

The thousand mile sound transmission could reach ten thousand miles away. 

"Hahaha, so it's the underworld snake Empress. Hand over the core of the Three Realms and the devil 

realm will immediately withdraw. We'll even help you destroy true spirit Hall and ye chen!" 

Mo Wu Jiang laughed. 

"What a joke, Snake Queen. Our true spirit Hall can also offer the same conditions." 

The true spirit Lord said. 

"Oh? So the netherworld has become a Paragon. Ye chen, what do you think?" 

The snake Empress looked at the eastern seat and asked. 

"I'm only fulfilling the agreement between us. Snake Queen, I don't think you'll go back on your word, 

right?" 

"This ..." 

The Snake Queen did not expect ye chen to change the topic so miraculously, instantly turning the 

tables. 

"What? you have an agreement?" 

The true spirit Lord and Mo Wu Jiang were both furious. 

"This is a private matter. It has nothing to do with the core of the Three Realms!" 

"Hahaha, there's no need to hide it. Since that's the case, Snake Queen, we'll have to find the core of the 

Three Realms ourselves." 

"I should have known that the war of the Three Realms was inevitable. How could I have trusted you?" 

Immediately, the three great forces of the netherworld, the spiritual realm, and the devil realm fell 

apart. It was even more difficult for them to cooperate. 

After all, this was the netherworld, the Snake Queen's territory. The true spirit Lord and Mo Wujiang 

naturally did not trust her. When they heard that she was working with ye chen, they could not bear it. 

The true spirit Lord and Mo Wu Jiang did not have a good impression of ye chen. They had both suffered 

a great loss because of ye chen. 

"Sigh, what a pity!" 



The Snake Queen's voice suddenly changed. Since the other party had no intention of cooperating, as 

the representative of the netherworld, she would naturally not yield. 

"Hmph, just wait for death!" 

Mo Wu Jiang roared in anger. 

"Snake Queen, our true spirit Palace only wants the core of the Three Realms. We also have to tell you 

that the immortal spirit world has received the news and powerful existences are about to descend. 

Hahaha!" 

With a maniacal laugh, the true spirit Lord cut off the connection at the same time. 

"The celestial Spirit realm!" 

The snake Empress was shocked. If someone really wanted to descend to the netherworld realm, then 

things would be troublesome. 

After that, ye chen cut off the connection without waiting for the snake Empress 'message. No matter 

how many forces or powerhouses came, he only had one goal, and that was to find su Yuhan. 

The war of the Three Realms was imminent. Once su Yuhan returned to her state as the Lord of the 

netherworld, she would only become a sacrifice. This was an outcome that ye chen did not want to see 

no matter what. 

"We have to find Yuhan before the snake Empress!" 

"No problem, fellow Daoist ye. I'll definitely help!" 

"Alright, let's go!" 

The three of them flew out, and following the guidance of the nether energy crystal, their speed was 

several times faster than before. 

Chapter 1994 Spirit Boat Assault Team! 

Just as ye chen was looking for su Yuhan, the netherworld, the spirit realm, and the devil realm had 

already engaged in a three-way battle. 

On the spirit boat. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

As a light screen was turned on, the image of the Thunder cloud spiritual master appeared again. 

"Lei Yun Zhenren, we have already entered the underworld and are confronting the devil World and the 

underworld." 

The true spirit Lord personally came forward to report the situation. 

"Hahaha, very good. The core of the Three Realms is the key. We have to find it." Lei Yun said. 

"Please rest assured, Lei Yun Zhenren. This time, the elites of the spiritual realm have come together 

and vowed to destroy the demon Realm and the underworld!" 
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"Yes, maintain the dignity of the spiritual realm. However, you still have to be cautious, especially before 

my clone descends. You can't be reckless!" 

"Yes, Lei Yun Zhenren!" 

As the light screen disappeared, the true spirit Lord's face revealed a smug expression. 

"Experts of the spiritual realm, our operation this time is supported by the immortal spiritual realm. This 

is a good opportunity for us to make a contribution." 

"Please rest assured, spirit Lord. We swear to make a name for ourselves and bring glory to true spirit 

Hall!" 

"Hahaha, I understand your intentions very well. I'm going to immediately launch an operation against 

the demon world!" 

The true spirit Lord laughed out loud. In order to deal with the netherworld and obtain the core of the 

Three Realms, the demonic realm would have to be dealt with. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

In front of the huge spirit boat, there were dozens of small spirit boats. Each boat could only carry 

dozens of people. This was the true spirit Lord's surprise attack plan. 

"Soul, it's up to you this time." 

"Yes!" 

Now that his spirit had recovered, he was extremely excited. He led the experts onto the small boat and 

headed towards the demonic boat. 

In the high sky of the netherworld, there was a floating peak. The devil Ship was leaning on this floating 

peak, and it was surrounded by mountains, making it easy to defend and hard to attack. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

As the light screen flickered, the assault team of the spirit boats had arrived. 

"Lord spirit soul, what should we do?" 

An expert asked. 

"Let's destroy the sentries around the demonic realm first. Remember, this operation is very crucial. We 

must not leave any clues!" 

"Yes!" 

Many experts boarded the small boats and entered the invisible state. 

They were using the invisibility talismans created by the true spirit Lord. These talismans contained 

immortal spells, which could make them invisible for a moment. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 



Dozens of small boats went invisible and headed toward the surveillance sentries around the demonic 

boat. 

Within a hundred-mile radius of the devil Ship, sentries were placed everywhere. These people from the 

devil World were stationed on the surrounding high mountains, constantly monitoring the movements 

of the surrounding environment. 

"Is there any situation?" 

"No. The Lord God personally descended on the ship. Who would dare to offend him?" 

"Hahaha, very good. Very soon, we will be able to follow the Lord God to flatten the netherworld, 

destroy the spiritual realm, and become the overlords of the Three Realms!" 

Hearing the conversation of these devil realm experts, the people of the spiritual realm were extremely 

angry. 

"What a bunch of idiots. They actually want to destroy the spiritual realm. Damn it!" 

"Right, let's get rid of this group of trash!" 

The people of the spiritual realm were furious, and they all revealed themselves in their small boats. 

"Kill!" 

The sounds of killing rang out, and the peaks crumbled. Countless spiritual energy beams shot out from 

the spirit boat, instantly destroying the entire surveillance post. 

"Ah!" 

All kinds of screams rang out. Many experts of the devil World were caught off guard and were seriously 

injured. 

"Hahaha, the demonic realm only has this level of skill?" 

The experts of the spiritual realm laughed and shouted. 

"How hateful! He's from the spiritual realm! Kill him!" 

Instantly, a chaotic battle broke out, alarming the core members of the demonic realm on the demonic 

ship. 

In the main hall of the devil Ship, a light screen was floating in the air. It was the scene of the battle 

between the surveillance sentries below. 

"I didn't expect the people of the spiritual realm to really dare to attack us!" 

A devil realm expert said angrily. 

"A group of people who are seeking death, why bother?" 

The devil world's ruler sneered. 

"Lord chief sovereign, why don't you let me lead everyone out and exterminate these trash?" 



"Don't worry. I'll let you guys continue your performance. It won't be too late to kill them when their 

leader appears!" 

"Lord God is wise!" 

Many experts of the devil World bowed. 

The battle of the sentries was still going on. The people of the demon world were not prepared for it. 

They rushed into battle and suffered heavy losses. Tens of thousands of demon soldiers died in the rays 

of the spirit boat. 

"Hahaha, the devil realm is indeed trash. It's a joke to think that they can fight against our spiritual 

realm!" 

"The small boat contains the spirit Lord's immortal spell. When the spirit energy beam is released, all 

demons will bow down!" 

The hundreds of spiritual realm experts all revealed proud smiles. The people of the devil realm had 

thrown away their helmets and armors in their eyes. This scene was too carefree. 

"BOOM!" 

With a tremor, the spirit descended. 

"Why did you guys suddenly attack?" 

"This ... This is what happened ..." 

Someone said what the demonic sentries had said to insult the spiritual world. 

"Bastards, we are the assault team. Wouldn't that expose our operation?" 

"This!" 

Everyone was shocked. They didn't think so much. 

"Retreat immediately!" 

Although Ling Po was also an impulsive person, he still had a brain. He immediately realized that the 

situation was not right. This was the devil world's base camp, and their battle strength had an absolute 

advantage. They had not made a move for a long time, clearly waiting for an opportunity. 

"Hahaha!" 

Just as the spirit soul was about to lead everyone to retreat, a person laughed wildly in the air. 

"Who is it?" 

The spirit shouted. 

"One of the ten great killing generals of the demonic realm, the black-robed blood Rakshasa!" 

With a furious roar, the blood-red clouds above the clouds churned. Demonic energy soared into the sky 

and descended. 



"Boom boom boom!" 

With a shocking explosion, a high mountain collapsed and turned into a Flat Top Mountain, with the 

blood Rakshasa standing alone on it. 

Lingpo's brows were tightly knitted as he stared at the blood Rakshasa. 

"It's actually a Mahayana realm expert!" 

His heart trembled violently. This person's strength was far beyond his expectations. It was obvious that 

they had fallen into a trap. 

"You idiots, I've fallen into your trap." 

"Ah?" 

While everyone was still in doubt, tens of thousands of demon powerhouses jumped out from the 

countless peaks. They were all elite demon Warriors, and their combat strength was far above theirs. 

"Roar, roar, roar!" 

The demons roared in anger, shocking the surroundings! 

In an instant, the spirit boat assault team was completely surrounded. 

"Hahaha, spirit, we knew your identity long ago. You actually dared to sneak attack the Sentry post. You 

deserve to die!" 

The blood Rakshasa laughed and shouted. 

"Blood Rakshasa, you die first!" 

The spirit knew that the only way out now was to break out of the encirclement with life and death. 

Otherwise, only destruction would await him. 

"Aura manifestation!" 

With a furious roar, the spirit released its own Natal soul. With a flash of spiritual light, the seven statues 

protected its body. 

These statues were constantly emitting the light of flesh and blood. 

The spirit soul was originally an evil cultivator who was later taken in by the true spirit Lord before 

cultivating the arts of the spirit realm. 

Now that he had encountered such a dangerous situation, he could only return to his old profession! 

"Oh?" 

The blood Rakshasa looked interested when she saw the seven statues. 

"I didn't expect you to be an evil cultivator. Very good, very good, hahaha!" 

The blood Rakshasa flew out. Then, his body glowed with blood light and his body expanded rapidly, 

reaching 300 meters! 



"Ah?" 

Chapter 1995 Ancestor Peak Of The Underworld! 

"This!" 

Looking at the giant-like blood Rakshasa, the Spirit's heart trembled and it lost its sense of order. 

At this moment, his survival instinct was the only thing supporting his actions. 

"Lord spirit soul, what should we do?" 

Someone asked. 

"Bastard, if it wasn't for you bunch of idiots, would it have been like this?" 

The spirit was furious. It struck out with its palm, and the man died immediately. 

"Ah?" 

Everyone was even more shocked. In front of them was the blood Rakshasa, who was like a ghost. 

Behind them, the spirit was killing people in anger. Such a situation had already made them fall into 

despair. 

"Lingpo, you coward, have you already killed your fellow disciples to resist your fear? Hahaha, you're 

really trash!" 

The blood Rakshasa's voice was like thunder, shocking everyone's mind. Even the Spirit's ears were 

bleeding from the shock of the voice, and it was in great pain. 

"Blood Rakshasa, you're looking for death!" 

The spirit knew that it had to fight, so it led the seven statues to rush toward the blood Rakshasa at the 

same time. 

"You want to deal with me with such a divine ability?" 

However, the blood Rakshasa was so powerful that she grabbed with her hand and a loud crack 

sounded. One of the statues exploded in the air. 

"This power!" 

The Spirit's heart trembled. This person's strength had already surpassed the limits of his physical body. 

He was simply a monster. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Then, the seven statues were all crushed by the blood Rakshasa. They had no effect at all. 

"Seven souls return to one!" 

In such a desperate situation, the spirit released the aura unification secret technique, and the statues 

that exploded in the air were actually regrouped by the blood light, turning into a blood light giant. 

"Whoosh!" 
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The spirit soul stood on top of the giant's head, facing the blood Rakshasa. 

"Blood Rakshasa, how are you?" 

"Idiot, you're still going to die!" 

The blood Rakshasa flew over. With every step she took, she could crush a mountain. The entire 

mountain range was flattened by the blood Rakshasa! 

"Roar, roar, roar!" 

Seeing this, many demon powerhouses started to cheer for the blood Rakshasa. 

"Hahaha!" 

The blood Rakshasa laughed as she ran toward the spirit and the giant. 

"Seven souls blood light killing dagger!" 

The spirit released the blood Light of the Seven Spirits. The giant statue opened its mouth, and countless 

blood lights rushed toward the blood Rakshasa. 

"Hahaha, you want to use the evil blood light technique to deal with me, the blood Rakshasa? you're an 

idiot!" 

The blood Rakshasa stopped in her tracks. Then, a shocking scene appeared. 

A huge mouth appeared on the blood Rakshasa's stomach and it sucked. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

All the blood light was absorbed by the blood Rakshasa's mouth. 

"Roar!" 

It let out an angry roar and licked the blood around its mouth. 

"Ah?" 

The spirit was dumbfounded. The other party's strength was far above his. 

"Charge! We must kill our way out!" 

"Ah? This!" 

"What 'ah'? kill them! Otherwise, I'll kill you all!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone had no choice but to charge forward. 

"Hahaha!" 

However, the blood Rakshasa's maniacal laughter could be heard in the sky. Then, he charged towards 

the spirit boats. 



Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Blood tentacles kept reaching out from the blood Rakshasa's body. The experts from the spiritual realm 

were caught by the tentacles and thrown toward the huge mouth. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Only the sound of bones and muscles breaking and shattering could be heard from all the spirit realm 

cultivators who entered the giant mouth. 

Its sharp teeth were like blades, constantly cutting into the bodies of the people. Blood flowed like a 

flood, and it was a terrible sight. 

"Ah?" 

The spirit could no longer hold on and knelt on the ground. 

"That's all you've got? spirit, you're really a disgrace to the evil cultivators, hahaha!" 

The blood Rakshasa's body was covered in blood light. She looked at the spirit kneeling on the ground 

and laughed. 

His soul had completely failed. He no longer had any dignity in martial arts. He had lost his personality. 

"Go to hell!" 

The blood Rakshasa launched a fatal attack, trying to end him. 

"Stop!" 

Suddenly, an order came from the sky, and the blood Rakshasa stopped immediately. 

"Lord chief sovereign, are you not going to kill him?" 

"This person is useful!" 

"Yes! Aren't you going to thank the Lord hegemon for not killing you?" 

"Ah?" 

The spirit suddenly raised its head and saw the huge image of the devil world's ruler appear in the void. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

He crawled over on his knees and kept kowtowing to the devil world's ruler. 

"Bring him down!" 

"Yes!" 

After the blood Rakshasa returned to her original form, the experts from the devil realm came over and 

took her soul into the devil Ship. 

Looking at the torn flesh and broken limbs around him, the Spirit's legs went soft. 



…… 

Relying on the sound of the nether energy crystal, ye chen and the other two arrived at the netherworld, 

the origin of the Emperor of the dead mountain range, the bi 'an ancestral peak. 

On the sky peak that reached the clouds in the distance, two large words written in black blood gave off 

a shocking aura. 

"Ancestor peak?" 

The old ancestor pinched his beard and mumbled. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The nether energy crystal kept sending out an intense response. It was obvious that there was an 

extremely strong nether Lord aura here. 

"There must be some gains on ancestor peak. Let's go!" 

"Alright!" 

The three of them walked into the mountains without fear. 

"Roar!" 

All of a sudden, a Dragon's Roar came from the ancestral peak, shaking the entire place. 

Ye Chen's eyes focused as he looked into the distance. 

What he saw was chaos. There seemed to be some kind of powerful chaotic force stirring the wind and 

clouds on ancestor peak. 

However, he didn't care about that. All he wanted was to find su Yuhan. He didn't care even if he had to 

go to hell. 

At this moment, a strange beast was flying through the clouds. It flapped its wings, and three tails 

appeared behind it. It was the underworld hell bird. 

"Report, report!" 

Just as ye Chen's group of three entered the ancestral peak mountains, the hell bird made a human 

sound. 

As they walked into the ancestral peak mountains, ye chen found that the surrounding environment was 

extremely confusing. They had only taken a few steps and the environment seemed to have changed 

completely, making them unable to see the way ahead clearly. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, the path we took to get here has completely disappeared, and we've only walked for 

less than a moment." The old ancestor said. 

"It's indeed strange. This might be the ancestral Peak's self-protection mechanism, or it might be some 

kind of formation!" 

As he spoke, ye chen took out the eight-gate divine disc. 



"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The divine disc spun and released a divine light. Countless dark lines appeared in front of everyone's 

eyes. 

"What are these?" 

Looking at the dark lines embedded in the ley lines that seemed to have a life of their own, constantly 

shaking back and forth, both the forefather and Wushuang revealed a shocked expression. 

They had never seen such a thing before. What was it? 

Ye chen looked at these dark lines and raised his head to look at the higher part of ancestral peak. His 

mind was racing. 

He activated the power of the gate of judgment and instilled it into his mind space, which immediately 

had a violent reaction. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

In his mind, these dark lines continued to extend until they reached the deepest part of the ancestral 

peak, where they gathered on a strange dark object. 

"What is this?" 

Ye Chen's heart trembled. The dark object was oval in shape and was beating continuously like a heart! 

Chapter 1996 Demonic Sacrifice! 

The ancestral peak was the origin of the underworld. Everything here was filled with strange colors, 

especially what ye chen saw. The energy emitted from it made ye chen feel that it was constantly 

interacting with the darkness pool in his body. 

"What is this?" 

Ye chen stood alone in the darkness, staring at the moving dark object. 

"Don't come near!" 

"Fellow Daoist ye, what did you find?" 

"There's a very strange heart in the deepest part of this place. " 

"Heart?" 

The great ancestor's mind was in a mess. He did not understand what ye chen meant at all. After all, he 

could not see the dark object. Only ye chen could see it. 

"Alright, we'll protect you!" 

Knowing that ye chen needed to meditate, the great ancestor and Wushuang stood guard outside. 

In the Hall of the Dead. 

"What? ye Chen's already headed to ancestral peak?" 
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The Snake Queen revealed a shocked expression. 

"Yes, Snake Queen. Ye chen has made his way to ancestor peak with the guidance of the nether energy 

crystal." 

"Could it be that the nether Lord is really at ancestor peak? Head to the ancestral peak immediately. 

That's the origin of the netherworld. We can't let ye chen destroy it. " 

"Yes!" 

The netherworld elites carried out the order. 

Asked the arch-Emperor, stepping forward. The Snake Queen's face was grim. 

"Snake Queen, what exactly is in this ancestral peak?" 

"No need to ask, we'll head there immediately!" 

"This ... Yes!" 

The arch-Emperor's brows furrowed slightly. He could sense that the snake Empress was hiding 

something from him. As one of the nine upper emperors, was he not qualified to know? 

But now that the Snake Queen was in charge, he could only cooperate. 

The snake Empress headed to the slumbering grounds of the upper nine emperors alone. 

The netherworld energy here was extremely dense. Even if it was someone from the netherworld, they 

would not be able to withstand the pressure and would explode to death if they were not a super 

powerhouse. 

Only those in the Mahayana realm had the right to enter. 

Da, da, da!" 

The Snake Queen's footsteps rang out. As she walked in the dark, she was thinking about how to explain 

ye Chen's itinerary. 

Several demonic cocoons appeared in front of him. They were the slumbering emperors. 

"Ah!" 

The Snake Queen stretched out her hand, and a venomous snake flew towards a demonic cocoon. 

The snake climbed onto the magic cocoon and began to release netherworld energy. 

This information seeped into the demonic cocoon, and soon, the demonic cocoon reacted. 

Thump, thump, thump! 

The demonic cocoon began to throb as if it had a bloodline connection. Then, a dark figure appeared. 

"Snake Queen!" 

A heavy sound rang out and entered the Snake Queen's ears. 



"Lord Indra, someone has entered the ancestor peak." 

"What?" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The demonic cocoon shook violently, and Indra was furious. 

"You know very well what's inside the ancestral peak. How dare you let someone in? what crime do you 

think you're guilty of?" 

"Yes, this subordinate is aware of his crime!" 

The Snake Queen knelt on the ground, not daring to raise her head. 

"I'll come out of seclusion immediately. You go to the ancestral peak and Stop that man!" 

"Yes!" 

The Snake Queen stood up and quickly disappeared. 

In the land of ancestor peak, ye chen was still trying to understand the pulse in the darkness. It was 

definitely transmitting some kind of message but it was difficult to understand. 

Ye chen released the power of his darkness pool and began to merge with the darkness. 

His body gradually dissipated and turned into the form of the darkness pool, extending toward the 

depths of ancestral peak. 

The power of the darkness pool was of the same origin as the surrounding powers, and it was no longer 

rejected. 

Ye chen had perfectly disguised himself and turned himself into the darkness pool itself. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The body of the darkness pool turned into a mass of dark matter and continued to extend forward. The 

deeper he went, the clearer he could feel the pulse. 

"Demon's heart!" 

Suddenly, this name appeared in ye Chen's mind. It turned out that the dark object was the demon's 

heart. It contained a large amount of information. Through the analysis of the origin of darkness, ye 

chen had obtained many revelations. 

The demon's heart was the key to opening the underworld realm, which was the true origin of the 

underworld. 

"If that's the case, the Snake Queen will definitely not let me come here. It seems like I have to hurry 

up." 

After receiving this information, ye chen immediately understood what he should do. 

With the power of the darkness pool, ye chen successfully arrived at a Cold Cave. 



An altar appeared in front of the cave, and on the altar, there seemed to be a strange space gate. 

Ye chen had returned to his original form. However, his entire body was covered in the scales of the 

origin of darkness. In this way, his external appearance was still that of a mighty person from the 

netherworld. 

On the altar, three candles suddenly appeared. The candlelight illuminated the surrounding space, and it 

was extremely bright. 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked at the altar and found that there were countless ancient characters of the netherworld 

on the altar. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered with a dark light. His eyes turned into the Eye of Darkness and he looked at the 

altar's characters. 

As expected, in this state, ye chen could understand these words. 

The words turned into dust and floated into the air. Then, they turned into various messages that 

entered ye Chen's eyes. 

"Sacrifice to open the evil demon's door!" 

"Demon's heart, belief in the netherworld, Supreme existence ..." 

"Obtain the demon's heart and control the underworld ..." 

All sorts of information flew into ye Chen's mind, the amount of information was huge. 

However, what kind of person was ye chen? his brain had already evolved into a mind space. This 

information was a piece of cake to him. 

After obtaining this information, ye chen knew that he must obtain the demon's heart. If su Yuhan really 

became the Lord of the Underworld, he could save her with the demon's heart. 

"Swish!" 

Ye chen did not hesitate and immediately released his blood to begin the sacrifice. 

 Da, da, da!" 

As the blood dripped onto the altar, various patterns appeared in the surrounding environment. 

These lines were the talismans. The blood was used to fill the talismans 'lines and then flowed into the 

altar. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

With the infusion of blood, a strange picture scroll finally appeared on the altar. It was drawn by ye 

Chen's blood. 



Then, ye chen suddenly saw the demon's heart. It floated in the air and appeared before him. 

Suddenly, waves of powerful mental impact made ye chen almost lose consciousness. 

"Impudent!" 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed and his eyes shone with the light of the celestial Emperor. Suddenly, the 

might of heaven and earth scattered the mind control of the demon's heart. 

However, at the same time, the demon's heart began to repel ye chen, making it impossible for him to 

get close. 

"This ..." 

Ye chen was caught in a dilemma. If he tried to take the demon's heart by force, he might be controlled 

by the other party. However, if he did not get close, he would lose a chance to save su Yuhan. He must 

not give up! 

"Come on!" 

Ye chen opened his arms and made a sacrificial gesture to face the demon's heart. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The demon's heart emitted a strange light and the strange light instantly entered ye Chen's eyes. 

Then, ye Chen's eyes turned completely dark, followed by a bottomless abyss. Finally, it evolved into the 

form of a super black hole, which was extremely terrifying. 

"Uh!" 

Ye chen felt that his spirit was about to be annihilated. He had long understood that this was the 

sacrifice that the demon's heart needed! 

Chapter 1997 The Dark Thearch Descends! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Ye Chen's entire body was wrapped in dark lightning, especially his head. Countless dark elements were 

eroding his spirit. This was the parasitic method of the demon's heart. 

It had parasitized ye chen and turned him into its puppet. 

"Hahaha, I can help you fulfill any wish you have, ye chen!" 

"Here, you will become my most devout slave. Let us merge into one and rule the world!" 

"Let me help you find your wife and fulfill your happiness!" 

The demon's heart began to bewitch ye chen. It had already occupied ye Chen's spiritual world and 

extracted enough information. 

Finding su Yuhan was ye Chen's greatest wish. His will would collapse because of this. This was the truth 

that the demon's heart had determined. 
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"Hahaha!" 

As the demonic sound continued to disturb his mind, ye chen fell into chaos and confusion. 

"Such a powerful talent. He's the best vessel!" 

"You'll be the chosen Son of god of the underworld. Ye chen, this is your greatest honor. Give up and 

open your eyes!" 

"Let's achieve the great undertaking of the underworld together!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The dark factor that devoured consciousness began to launch its final attack. The demon's heart 

contained the genes of the god of the underworld, which was the greatest secret of the god of the 

underworld. 

"Ah!" 

Ye Chen's roar soared into the sky. The entire ancestral peak shook and rumbled. 

This unparalleled force instantly attracted the attention of the three parties. 

The Snake Queen was extremely nervous. She knew that ye chen must have come into contact with the 

demon's heart and even wanted to find the core of the Three Realms. These were treasures that she 

had to protect. 

On the spirit Vessel, the true spirit Lord looked into the distance and sensed the Supreme power. 

At the same time, the devil World Dominator also sensed it, and both of them looked in the direction of 

the source of the power. 

"Full throttle, head forward!" 

The two of them chose a set of coordinates for the spirit ship and the demonic ship at the same time, 

and they advanced quickly. 

On the spirit ship and the devil Ship were the elite forces of the two worlds! 

At the same time, the snake Empress led the group of emperors on their dark beasts and flew towards 

ancestor peak. 

The three major forces were about to meet again, and this time, it was because of ye Chen's existence. 

In ancestor peak, ye chen continued to be controlled by the evil heart. However, his martial will was too 

strong. The demon's heart tried to erase his memories many times but failed. 

"Such talent is too strong, too strong!" 

However, after realizing ye Chen's extraordinary talent, the demon's heart became even more excited. It 

contained the underworld God's divine will. 

"The god of the underworld has ordered for the Jade to be removed!" 



Zila, Zila, Zila! 

An even stronger power of darkness descended to completely erase ye Chen's memory. Only by doing 

so could he become an absolute blank and be completely under control. 

Just as the god of the underworld's divine will was about to erase ye Chen's memory, the heavenly 

Emperor's shadow appeared behind ye chen. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The heavenly Emperor's shadow revealed ye Chen's original body, and his supreme majesty intimidated 

the demon's heart. 

"What?" 

The demon's heart was stunned. He only thought that ye chen was a Supreme talent but he did not 

expect ye chen to have an original body. This meant that ye chen was the reincarnation of a super 

powerhouse, which made him even more fond of him. 

"Light of the celestial Emperor, heaven realm!" 

Excited to the extreme, the demon's heart evolved into the shadow of the god of the underworld, 

wanting to resist the light of the celestial Emperor. 

The underworld God and the celestial Thearch, the two most powerful people, were fighting head-on. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The Holy lightning and the dark lightning clashed in the air. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The boundless power caused ancestral peak to collapse completely. 

The shock wave swept across thousands of miles. Everyone on the spirit and demonic boats were 

instantly hit. 

"Ah!" 

The screams continued, blood flowed like rivers, and bones piled up like mountains! 

It was only a shock wave, but it was already so powerful. Both the true spirit Lord and the ruler of the 

devil World felt the heaviest mental shock. 

If even the two great rulers were in such a state, then what about those so-called experts? 

They fell Into Endless Chaos and almost had a mental breakdown. 

"Not good!" 

The true spirit Lord released his immortal energy and forcibly called back their consciousness. 

On the devil Ship, the ruler of the devil World was the same. However, there were still many Devils who 

had completely perished and become the slaves of the devil's heart or the light of the celestial Emperor. 



On ancestor peak, the power of gods and devils filled the sky and shook the world! 

"This!" 

Upon seeing this, the Snake Queen turned pale with fright. She felt that this situation was beyond her 

control. Once ye chen was devoured by the demon's heart, the netherworld might also be destroyed. 

The horror of the demon's heart was something he had read about in the ancient books of the 

underworld. It was a Forbidden Legend in the underworld. 

In the end, the three great forces-the Empress of the underworld snake, the true spirit Lord of the 

spiritual realm, and the ruler of the devil realm-all arrived at the ancestral peak at the same time. 

"Ye chen, give up on resisting. I'll let you meet su Yuhan!" 

Demon's heart felt that it couldn't take it by force and was confused again. 

"Where is she? let her come back to me!" 

Ye chen howled in rage. It was as if he had gone mad. His mind was suffering from unimaginable torture. 

It was like falling into hell, but he couldn't give up. For su Yuhan, he had to pull himself together. Under 

such extremely unfavorable conditions, he had to fight against the heart of the devil. 

"Hahaha, there's no harm in letting you see her!" 

Suddenly, the demon's heart returned to the forehead of the shadow of Hades, and it kept spinning and 

releasing its power. 

The shadow of underworld God reached out his hand, and a bubble appeared in his hand. Inside the 

bubble was su Yuhan! 

"Yuhan!" 

Ye Chen's mind instantly exploded. The celestial Emperor's light behind him was scorching hot, like the 

sun had descended! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The surrounding space burned and exploded. 

Wushuang and the forefather who were guarding outside were shocked. 

"What's going on?" 

The great ancestor looked ahead. The entire ancestral peak had collapsed, revealing ye chen and the 

demon's heart. 

"What's that?" 

"I don't know. Master seems to be controlled by some kind of power." 



Wushuang was the celestial Thearch sword's spirit, and the celestial Thearch sword was ye Chen's Natal 

immortal artifact. They were spiritually connected. When ye chen was controlled by his mind, ye 

Wushuang was also affected. 

"Ah!" 

Following ye Chen's spiritual outburst, ye Wushuang felt that his head was cracking and he was in great 

pain. 

"Wushuang!" 

The old ancestor quickly released his spiritual power, hoping to help Wushuang calm down. 

At this moment, the shadow of the underworld God was vast and boundless. The bubbles in his hand 

surrounded su Yuhan. At the same time, with the infusion of the power of the evil demon, su Yuhan had 

already revealed the state of the underworld Lord. 

"Yuhan!" 

Looking at su Yuhan, who was also in pain, ye chen felt as if his heart was being cut by a knife! 

"Hahaha, ye chen, hand over your spiritual world immediately and I'll let her go!" 

"You should die!" 

Suddenly, ye Chen's eyes released boundless dark energy and boundless killing intent. It transformed 

into the form of The Dark Emperor, who had transcended control! 

"What?" 

The demon's heart trembled. Its eyes flashed as it saw the changes in ye Chen's body. 

Under extreme hatred and killing intent, the darkness pool and ye Chen's heavenly Emperor body fused 

completely. The Dark Emperor had descended! 

Chapter 1998 Collecting The Demon's Heart! 

Seeing ye Chen's huge transformation, the demon's heart continued to generate the god of the 

underworld's divine will, increasing the power of the god of the underworld's shadow. 

"Suppress!" 

The demon's heart issued an order to suppress ye chen. 

"Damn it!" 

Ye Chen's eyes glowed with a dark blood-red light. The Dark Lord's power had surpassed its limits. Ye 

Chen's own Foundation had broken through to the perfect unity stage. The power of the origin of 

darkness was beyond everyone's imagination. 

Now, ye chen had completely fused with the power of the darkness pool. With his Celestial Emperor 

original body, he had achieved the body of The Dark Emperor. 

"Shatter!" 
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In the face of the demon's heart's powerful attack, ye Chen's five fingers suddenly clenched. Suddenly, 

the void shattered and the energy dissipated. The demon's heart's attack instantly turned into nothing. 

"Impossible!" 

Demon's heart was furious. He was the incarnation of the god of the underworld. How could he lose to a 

kid? 

"Netherworld God Power!" 

The demon's heart was stimulating its own Origin Energy, trying to suppress ye chen with a higher level 

of power. 

"The dark Thearch is overbearing!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The meridians in ye Chen's body trembled like a Dragon's Roar. The surrounding space resonated at the 

same time. The domineering finger force swept across the universe and no one could stop it. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The surrounding space rapidly shattered. Ye chen flew up and headed straight for the apparition of the 

underworld God. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The shadow of Hades gathered all its energy in its eyes and shot out a death ray! 

Countless death rays rained down on ye chen like a meteor shower, but they could not stop the Dark 

Lord's body. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The death rays struck ye Chen's body but were completely ineffective. All kinds of damage were blocked 

by the darkness pool scale armor. They could not even break through this layer of defense. 

"Emperor tyrant strike!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Ye chen put his hands together and the radiance of his fists soared to the sky. The Supreme Emperor's 

strike would destroy the world! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The apparition of Hades was completely suppressed, and the vessel for demon's heart was showing 

signs of collapse, making him extremely frightened. 

"Not good!" 

The demon's heart emitted countless rays of dark light in an attempt to stop ye Chen's movements but it 

was no longer effective. 



This was because the light of darkness was all absorbed by the darkness pool and became ye Chen's own 

power. 

"Kill!" 

Ye Chen's eyes were filled with killing intent and his anger soared to the sky. He threw a punch and 

instantly broke the apparition of the underworld God. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The apparition of Hades turned into countless fragments and disappeared. 

Meanwhile, the demon's heart dashed toward the depths of the ancestral peak. 

"You want to escape? dream on!" 

Ye Chen's arm extended infinitely. This was the result of the power of the darkness pool. 

"Swish!" 

It transformed into a sharp claw and grabbed the demon's heart. 

"Ah?" 

Demon's heart was shocked, but it couldn't escape. 

"Roar!" 

Then, a huge, furious mouth appeared behind the Dark Lord. The darkness pool released a black hole 

suction force, and the demon's heart was completely absorbed into it. 

"No!" 

With an unwilling cry, the demon's heart was devoured by the darkness pool. 

After destroying the darkness pool, ye chen turned to look at the bubble. 

At this moment, su Yuhan was affected by the devil's heart, and she was transforming into the state of 

the Lord of the Underworld. 

"Yuhan, Yuhan!" 

Ye chen returned to his original form and kept calling out. 

However, su Yuhan didn't respond. Her eyes turned toward the darkness, and the shadow of the Lord of 

the Underworld appeared behind her. 

"Hahaha!" 

The nether Lord's laughter shook the firmament, displaying an extremely oppressive force. 

"It's the nether Lord!" 



The Snake Queen's eyes glowed with excitement. She knew that the nether Lord had arrived. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The snake Empress flew at high speed, wanting to help the nether Lord. 

At that moment, the spirit and demonic vessels arrived at the same time. 

"Hahaha, Snake Queen, what are you trying to do?" The true spirit Lord asked with a smile. 

"True spirit Lord!" 

The Snake Queen was furious. The true spirit Lord and the netherworld could not co-exist. If this person 

was not eliminated, the netherworld would be harmed. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

At this time, the devil Ship descended at the same time, and the threat of the devil world's ruler also 

arrived. 

"Do you want the nether Lord to return?" 

The devil World Dominator sneered. 

"You all want to stop the nether Lord from returning?" 

"Of course, the netherworld Lord's return will strengthen the netherworld realm's strength. How can we 

destroy the netherworld realm successfully?" 

"Hateful!" 

The Snake Queen's eyes glowed green, and countless duos immediately attacked the true spirit Lord and 

the devil World ruler. 

"Small tricks!" 

The true spirit Lord shouted coldly and the true spirit sword appeared in his hand. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword Qi soared into the sky and destroyed everything in the wilderness. 

Countless venomous pythons were destroyed by the sword Qi, their flesh and blood flying everywhere. 

"Don't you dare be impudent!" 

At this moment, the arch-Emperor appeared and blocked the true spirit Lord and the devil World ruler. 

"Stop them, arch-Emperor! I'm heading to ancestor peak!" 

"Yes!" 

The arch-Emperor had blocked the way, and the snake Empress had escaped. 

"Foolish man, then die!" 



The devil World Overlord roared as he unleashed all of his demonic energy toward the arch-Emperor. 

"Hahaha, come on!" 

The arch-Emperor was one of the best of the upper nine emperors, after all, and naturally wouldn't 

allow himself to be captured without a fight. 

As long as he made a contribution this time, the situation would naturally be reversed when the three 

days arrived. 

"Kill!" 

After all, they were in the netherworld, the home ground of the other party. The ruler of the devil World 

and the true spirit Lord looked at each other and understood each other's intention. Only by eliminating 

the people of the netherworld could they have a chance to end their grudges. 

"True spirit sword, slash!" 

The true spirit Lord unleashed his true spirit sword once more, aiming for the arch-Emperor. 

"The arch-Emperor Celestial Armor!" 

The arch-Emperor's eyes glowed with a sinister light, and he was surrounded by a chaotic aura. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The true spirit sword's countless sword Qi attacked, but they were all blocked by the chaotic Qi. 

"This!" 

The true spirit Lord was shocked. He hadn't expected the arch-Emperor's defense to be so strong. 

"Let me do it!" 

The devil World Dominator roared and waved his sharp claws, releasing devil energy. 

When the corrosive energy made contact with the chaotic Qi, it fused with it and used it to attack the 

arch-Emperor. 

"How is that possible?" 

The arch-Emperor's heart trembled as he felt the pain of the demonic energy seeping into his body. 

Many of the netherworld cultivators were terrified. If not even the arch-Emperor was a match for him, 

then they were nothing more than cannon fodder. 

"Go!" 

At this moment, they could only use the human wave tactic to stall the two kings. 

"Ah?" 

The netherworld experts all looked terrified, and the arch-Emperor was enraged. 

"Damn it!" 



He waved his sharp claws, and in an instant, dozens of soldiers fell in pools of blood. 

"There are no Warriors who retreat in the underworld!" 

"Yes!" 

Tens of thousands of netherworld soldiers were dispatched to keep the true spirit Lord and the ruler of 

the demonic realm busy. 

"Hahaha, it's not only the netherworld that has an Army!" 

The devil World Dominator laughed and sent out a signal. Instantly, countless devil soldiers rushed down 

from the devil Ship. 

"Roar, roar, roar!" 

Demonic energy roared, and netherworld energy burst out. At this moment, both sides were engaged in 

a fierce battle. 

The true spirit Lord and the devil World ruler looked at Zu Feng, which was the most important place. 

"Let's go!" 

The two of them flew out and headed straight for ancestor peak. 

Meanwhile, the arch-Emperor was being corroded by mana, and could only watch as the two of them 

left. 

At ancestor peak, ye chen continued to release his psionic power in an attempt to save su Yuhan. 

However, at this moment, su Yuhan's transformation was getting more and more intense. 

Chapter 1999 Three Days In The Underworld! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Su Yuhan was surrounded by dark lightning, which was automatically released by her body. 

Ye chen ignored his own safety and forced himself to move forward, hoping to get closer to su Yuhan. 

"Don't come over!" 

Su Yuhan shouted. 

"Yuhan, I'm here to help you!" 

"You can't help me!" 

Su Yuhan was excited to see ye chen but she did not want ye chen to be in danger because of her. 

The nether Lord's power in his body was already at the stage of eruption. During this period of time, she 

had been to too many places that the nether Lord had been to before and was contaminated with 

countless nether Lord's aura. This aura was the reason for the eruption now. 

Her consciousness was constantly dissipating. Her greatest wish was to see ye chen before her 

consciousness dissipated. Now that it had come true, she had no regrets. 
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"Ye chen, I'm very happy to see you. I understand your efforts but it's impossible." 

"Yuhan, don't give up. I'm now in control of the darkness pool and demon's heart. I have absolute 

control over the netherworld energy. You can't give up!" 

"I am the reincarnation of the nether Lord. It was destined from the beginning. Why do you insist on it?" 

"You're only saying this because your consciousness is being controlled. You don't have to say anything, I 

won't give up. " 

Ye chen was certain that if he did not save su Yuhan, he would never be able to rest in peace. This was 

his last chance. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, you're such an idiot. The nether Lord's consciousness has been completely corrupted. 

I'm about to descend." 

At this moment, su Yuhan actually began to speak in the form of the Lord of the Underworld. 

"Nether Lord, I will make you die without a burial ground!" 

Ye Chen's eyes were filled with killing intent, and his body emitted a dark light. 

At this moment, the sky was filled with thunder and lightning, and the endless dark clouds suppressed 

everything. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Then, a person descended from the sky, shocking everyone present. 

"Hahaha, they invaded the netherworld and were all annihilated!" 

This person was wearing a black robe and a demonic crown with two horns on his head. He had sharp 

teeth and was extremely terrifying. 

"It's Lord Indra!" 

Seeing this person descend, countless people from the netherworld cheered. It was as if they were not 

afraid of anything now that Indra had descended. 

"Oh?" 

At this moment, a provocative voice rang out, and the ruler of the demonic world suddenly appeared. 

At the same time, the sword Qi soared into the sky and the spiritual energy was completely exhausted. 

The true spirit Lord had also arrived. 

"True spirit Lord, the ruler of the devil World, it's not wise to invade the netherworld at this moment!" 

"Indra, one of the three heavens of the netherworld, we finally meet." The devil World ruler said. 

"Why don't you let the other two heavens appear at the same time and let us see the might of the devil 

realm?" The true spirit Lord said. 

Yintuoluo looked at the true spirit Lord and the ruler of the devil World coldly and smiled disdainfully, 



"You're in the demon world. Don't you realize that you've fallen into a life-and-death situation?" 

"Hahaha, Indra, is this all you can do? do you only know how to talk?" 

"Kill!" 

The true spirit Lord's eyes were filled with killing intent, and his true spirit sword was like a dragon, 

wriggling forward and heading straight for Indra. 

"Exterminate!" 

Indra closed his eyes, and the shadow of a Dark Diamond appeared behind him. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Vajra glared and waved his hand. The true spirit sword was caught in his hand. 

"Ah?" 

The true spirit Lord was shocked. Without the true spirit sword, his power would be halved. He flew out 

and grabbed the sword. 

"Hahaha!" 

He had fallen for Indra's trick, and the space around him had been locked down by the glaring Vajra. 

"True spirit Lord ..." 

As a bystander, the devil world's ruler naturally noticed the barrier of the glaring Vajra. 

He wanted to remind the true spirit Lord, but he did not make up his mind. After all, the true spirit Lord 

was not a solid ally of his, but only a cooperation of interests. 

Such a relationship was very fragile, and it could easily be broken by some kind of benefit, causing them 

to kill each other. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The true spirit Lord flew out and entered the barrier of the glaring Vajra. 

"Hahaha!" 

Yintuoluo laughed wildly. Behind him, the glaring Vajra opened its six arms, and the space around it 

changed instantly. 

"What?" 

The true spirit Lord immediately realized that he had fallen into a trap. He had to pay the price for his 

recklessness. 

"True spirit Lord, you'll die first!" 

"What a joke. You want to kill me with such a weak barrier?" 



Even though he had fallen into the trap, the true spirit Lord still maintained his domineering aura as the 

Lord of the spiritual realm. He gradually calmed down and was not in a hurry to retrieve the true spirit 

sword. Instead, he observed the changes around him, trying to find a flaw in the barrier. 

At that moment, countless experts on the spirit Vessel were worried for the true spirit Lord. If the true 

spirit Lord was killed, they would all die Here. 

"Use the spirit boat to shoot out energy rays!" 

"Yes!" 

A person walked up to give instructions. It was Ling mo, one of the direct disciples of the true spirit Lord. 

Under Ling Mo's command, everyone started to gather spirit energy through the Spirit boat. 

Within the glaring Vajra barrier, Indra had the upper hand, and the true spirit Lord was in danger. 

The devil world's ruler stood outside and watched. He was waiting for an opportunity. The true spirit 

Lord could not die directly, but he could not retreat in one piece either. This was where his greatest 

interest lay. 

At the same time, ye Chen's battle with the Lord of the Underworld's shadow continued. 

Su Yuhan was held in the middle of them. 

"Yuhan, hold on!" 

Ye chen had released countless netherworld energy to establish some kind of connection with su Yuhan. 

Only then would he not hurt her too much when he broke the nether Lord's curse. 

"Dark Thearch!" 

After establishing the connection, ye chen once again unleashed the dark Thearch's might. 

After absorbing the darkness pool and the demon's heart, ye Chen's control over the underworld energy 

had reached an extremely high level, even surpassing many of the underworld's big shots. 

"Hateful!" 

Seeing ye chen display The Dark Emperor's form once again, the nether Lord knew that he had lost his 

composure and was instantly enraged. 

"Tamoro, Asura, what are you waiting for?" 

At this moment, the Lord of The Dark World called out, and instantly, clouds and wind rose in the sky 

again. Dark energy surged with boundless terror! 

"Hahaha!" 

At this moment, wild laughter rang out, and two massive nether shadows appeared in the sky. 

One of them had his bone wings spread out, and his entire body was like a thin skeleton. It could be said 

that his bones were really growing out of his flesh. 



This person was none other than Asura, who had evolved from the nether beast. 

The other person was spherical. His countless tentacles were like venomous pythons, flicking their 

tongues continuously. His entire body erupted with endless netherworld energy. He was domoro, the 

most violent of them all! 

Indra, Asura, domoro, and the three heavens of the netherworld had all descended! 

Indra fought against the true spirit Lord, the ruler of the demon Realm, Asura, and domoro fought 

against the dark Emperor ye chen directly to help the Lord of the Underworld revive. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Tamoro waved his tentacles and the space around ye chen collapsed rapidly, falling into chaos. 

Faced with Asura and domoro, the two netherworld connate cultivators, ye Chen's brows furrowed and 

his anger surged. He did not hide the might of the dark Thearch at all! 

"All of you should die!" 

"Damn it!" Ye Chen's eyes were like a dark abyss that contained all darkness, death, hell ... 

"What?" 

Asura and domoro didn't dare to be careless and released their power at the same time. 

"Earth no longer exists!" 

The Asura stretched out its bony hand and grabbed lightly. Suddenly, the ground under ye Chen's feet 

cracked into a thousand-foot abyss as if the opening of hell! 

Chapter 2000 A Duel In The Dark! 

The power that could shatter the heavens and earth shocked everyone. 

Ye chen felt that the cracks in the ground were not only the collapse of the ground. At the same time, 

there was a powerful suction force that caused his body to fall involuntarily. This was the most 

dangerous part of this divine power. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

As the boulders continued to fall, ye Chen's figure gradually sank into darkness. 

"Hahaha!" 

Asura laughed heartily as if he had already taken care of ye chen. 

At this moment, a screeching sound came from underground. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The wind raged as one person ascended. 

Beneath ye Chen's feet, the Golden-winged Eagle spread its wings and soared into the sky. 
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"What?" 

While Asura was still in shock, the Golden-winged Condor had already taken ye chen into the air. 

"Xiao Jin, thank you very much for this." 

Ye Chen's spiritual will moved and little gold entered the ancient God Space. 

"Nine Heavens lightning strike!" 

The first attack he launched after ascending to the abyss triggered the divine lightning of the heavenly 

Tribulation, shaking the void and directly attacking Asura. 

"Hahaha!" 

The Asura laughed wildly. It waved its sharp claws and a mountain of bones appeared in front of ye 

chen. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The power of the rolling Thunder quickly penetrated the withered Bone Mountain. 

Then, the mountain of bones exploded, and countless bones scattered on the ground. 

Such a shocking battle scene caused countless demons and people of the Spirit realm to reveal 

expressions of fear. The current situation had exceeded their information. Even the true spirit Lord and 

the ruler of the demon Realm could not compare to ye chen and the netherworld's super powerhouses. 

The three heavens of the netherworld were all super experts. Such a situation was out of control. 

The true spirit Lord and the ruler of the devil World looked at each other and locked their eyes on Indra 

at the same time. 

They wanted the two of them to work together to kill Indra first and then find an opportunity. 

"Hahaha!" 

Indra laughed out loud. He naturally knew what the two were thinking. 

"Kill!" 

The true spirit Lord's powerful killing move attracted Indra's attention. At the same time, the devil 

world's ruler released a huge amount of demonic energy to help the true spirit Lord take back the true 

spirit sword. This was the only way to fight against Indra. 

"You trash, you dare to attack me?" 

Indra responded strongly to the two's attacks. 

"Indra Vajra palm print!" 

All of a sudden, the Vajra protector of the Buddha realm appeared behind yintuoluo. He slapped down 

with his palm. It was as if Mount Tai was pressing down on him. It was unparalleled and unshakable. 



"Boom boom boom!" 

The giant palm covered the sky and instantly enveloped the true spirit Lord and the ruler of the devil 

World. 

"Ah?" 

The two of them were shocked at the same time. The true spirit Lord knew that he was in danger. If he 

did not act quickly, his life would be in danger. 

"Wondrous spell of the true spirit, dense thunderclouds!" 

Using the technique taught by Taoist master Lei Yun, the true spirit Lord's body was woven with 

lightning, as if the God of Thunder had come to life. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Under the cover of the thunderclouds, the true spirit Lord charged forward and took the true spirit 

sword. 

"Devil sea roars!" 

At the same time, the demonic world ruler cooperated with the true spirit Lord's actions. A sea of 

demonic source appeared behind him. Boundless waves, like the breath of a poisonous Python and the 

fire of an evil Dragon, attacked him. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Vajra palm print collided with the demonic wave, causing a powerful shock wave that destroyed 

everything in its path. 

"Ah!" 

Countless demons and people from the spiritual realm were caught in the attack. The attack was filled 

with spirit energy, demon energy, and netherworld energy. Even a unity realm cultivator at the peak of 

the unity realm could not resist such a complicated attack. Those who were hit by it exploded and died 

on the spot. 

Blood flowed on the demonic and spirit Vessels, causing everyone to fall into a state of high energy. 

"Whoosh!" 

The true spirit Lord took the opportunity to retrieve the true spirit sword. 

"Formation command wondrous method: the judgement of the Thunder sword!" 

The moment he held the true spirit sword, the true spirit Lord poured his energy into the true spirit 

sword and struck it. 

Behind the true spirit Lord, a huge shadow of Reverend Lei Yun appeared. At this moment, it was as if 

the real person had descended to the world and was judging all living beings. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 



The sword Qi was accompanied by powerful lightning as it attacked yintuoluo. 

"What?" 

In the face of such a powerful force, yintuoluo did not dare to be careless. He was covered in the 

protective light of Vajra and his eyes were filled with Vajra's anger. 

"Indra's spiral palm!" 

Suddenly, two more arms appeared behind yintuoluo, and two spiral handprints appeared on their 

palms. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The heavens and earth shook, and the sun and moon dimmed! 

Yintuoluo activated the chaos celestial phenomenon and fused it with the Vajra palm to counter the 

might of the true spirit sword. 

The impact this time was even more Grand than the previous ones. With such power, the people of the 

spiritual realm and the devil realm were threatened at the same time. 

"Spirit boat, defend!" 

"Demonic boat, defend!" 

The two camps activated the spaceship's defense function at the same time. The experts on the 

spaceship released their power at the same time and concentrated it on the core of the spaceship. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

As the power gathered, the spirit and demonic vessels released energy barriers at the same time to 

resist the shock waves. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

At this moment, the true spirit sword slashed at the spiral palm with great power. Both the true spirit 

Lord and Indra were shocked. 

However, the true spirit Lord was using the thundercloud secret technique, which consumed a lot of 

energy, and his Foundation was seriously affected. 

"Hahaha, true spirit Lord, can you withstand such a wonderful technique?" 

"You talk too much!" 

The true spirit Lord was ridiculed and was furious. He slashed out a few sword Qi with his true spirit 

sword to take Indra. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

However, the Vajra behind him waved his arm casually, and the sword Qi was instantly restrained and 

dissipated. 



Seeing such a scene, the devil World Dominator began to think of a way to escape. 

The true spirit Lord was injured, and he would not be able to fight against Indra alone. If it were not for 

the powerful beings from the upper realm, this expedition would have failed. 

"Mm ..." 

The devil World Dominator flew back to the devil Ship and used his power to protect the ship. 

Once the worst case scenario occurred, the demonic boat would be his only way out. 

"Spirit Lord!" 

Seeing the Lord of the devil World return to the devil Ship, everyone on the spirit ship began to 

exchange true spirit Lords. 

Although the true spirit Lord really wanted to kill Indra to avenge his humiliation, it was obviously not 

the right time. 

"Whoosh!" 

He also flew onto the spirit boat. 

"Hahaha!" 

Indra laughed wildly as he watched the devil World Dominator and the true spirit Lord return to their 

aircraft at the same time. Finally, he had the upper hand. 

At this moment, ye chen was facing Asura and domoro alone. He had already entered the state of white 

heat. 

"Asura doesn't exist anymore!" 

Asura flew up, and his bone wings covered the sky. 

The darkest blood flowed through his bones and muscles. His eyes emitted a dark light and his sharp 

claws stirred the dark energy, trying to devour ye chen again. 

"Ha!" 

Ye chen shouted coldly. Although Asura was strong, he had forgotten that ye chen already had the body 

of The Dark Emperor. How could darkness be effective against him? 

"The dark Thearch's overbearing and disdainful power is extreme chaos!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Behind ye chen, a vortex of endless darkness appeared. It was The Dark Emperor black hole, 

domineering beyond compare! 

 


